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steel was adopted; but, as this showed too great a ten
dency to be racked by fire, a compound armor was con
structed by welding a pia te of steel on one of iron. More 
recently nickel-steel armor (first made by Krupp) and 
the Harvey armor ha\'e been much used. The latter 
consists of soft steel, the surface of which has been car
bonized anti haruened so as to give it gl'eat power of 
resistance. 

disadvantages of this arrangement are that the wall 
carrying the portholes is so straight as to have very 
little resisting power, and that the motors required for 
large plants are very expensive. The F1'enchman 
Mougin tried to solve the question of obtaining greater 
safety while retaining the approved armored cupola, 
by mounting a comparatively flat dome on a turntable 
by Illeans of a cradle, so that when tipped forward the 
portholes are brought under the glacis, and when the 
cupola is swung back the portholes return to the firing 
position. This pendulum turret also has its disadvan
tages, the chief of which is that the circulal' opening 
between the cupola and the glacis cannot be covered, 
and if the portions of the enelllY's shells should find an 
entrance there, they lIIight easily disable the turret. 

gineer Briahnont. Of course, there are many armored 
turrets of this kind in other places, notable on the east
ern frontier of France, in regard to which we have no 
detailed information. 

Finally, it became necessary to use armor on coast 
fortifications, as it was impossible to build walls thick 
enough to I'esist the terrible force of the new guns, 
and even if the masonry could have withstood the high 
explosives in the projectiles the embrasures in such 
thick walls wO:lld have limited the range of the guns 
behind them. Plates of armor like those used for ves
sels were employed on land fortifications, but later 
chilled iron armor, which was first made by Gruson in 
1860, was substituted for rolled iron armor. The great 
weight of the former rendered it impracticable for use 
on vessels, but made it especially effective in annihilat
ing the live force of the striking pl'ojectile. It is used 
for stationary parapets, for batteries and for revolving 
turrets. Our engra\-ings Nos. 3 and 4 show interiol' 
and exterior "iews of a battery made of chilled il'On, 
for 24 centimeter guns, in course of construction. The 
porthole plates are curved so as to cause the attacking 
projectiles to slide off, and these plates are supported 
by pillar plates. Below the porthole plates are the 
pivot plates that carry the pivots on which the car
riages swing, and in front of them, reaching to the low
er edge of the portholes, is the glacis of beton or stone 
blocks. 'fhe battery is in a casemate which is protect
ed at both ends from the shells of the enemy by heavy 
walls and earthworks. 

'Vhere a wide range is to be covered, armored turrets 
are used which are made to revolve so that the guns 
can be iil'ed in all dit'ections. Chilled iron annm' of the 
type used for vessels is employed for these turrets, and 
the form and arrangement of the first ones were the 
same as in the turrets of monitors. Gruson was the 
first to undertake the construction of a turret to which 
chilled iron is adapted, and thus a new model for 
armoreu turrets was obtained. The cylindrical form 
with a flat or arched top has generally been abandon
ed anu the preference given to a cupola-like arrange
ment of the whole tUl'l'et, which presents no vertical 
surface, whereby the action of the striking projectile is 
very much weakened. Our illustrations Nos. 1 and 2 
show a I'evolving cupola 01' turret fOI' two 24 centimetel' 
guns, in COUl'se of construction. No.2 shows the cupola 
resting on a wronght iron base \\'bich, in turn, is revol
uble on a circle of rollers. The tongues and grooves 
that form the connection between the separate plates 
are plainly shown. The gun carriages have no side
wise 1110\-8,' JIlt, as this is obtained by the revolution of 
the cupola. 'fhe guns are raised and lowered by hydraulic 
power,and when fired the recoil is taken by two hydraulic 
brake cylinders for each gun, limiting the recoil to 2 to 3 
calibers. The guns return automatically to the firing 
position. Aim is not taken through thd portholes, but 
through a little sight opening in the roof of the tUl'l'et. 
The I'evolving mechanism and the pumping mechanism 
for the hydraulic power are usually operated by hand, 
but ill France, where the turrets were intended to turn 
in carrousel fashion during a battle, motors were used· 
A brake device is provided to prevent accidental turn_ 
ing of the turret when only one gun is to be fired. A 
suitable stationary glacis is arranged on the masonry 
foundation and surrounds the revolving portion of the 
turret. This is illustrated in cut No. 1. This glacis is 
embedded to its upper edge in beton or granite. Forty 
or forty-five lIlen are required to operate such a turret, 
only six of whom are needed to man the guns. Under 
favorable cit'cumstances each gun can be fil'ed about 
once in three minutes. 

As only long cannon for direc;; fire can be employed 
in such revolving turrets and 'oatteries-generally ar
ranged in pairs in the formF:l'-cupolas for howitzers 
and mortars have to be differently arranged. These 
weapons are always fired at the same angle, and there
fore the cupola which turns in the eircular glacis can 
be quite flat and, on account of its light weight, be 
rigidly connected with the carriage, which revolves on 
a central pivot. Carriages of this class are especially 
adapted for inland fortifications and are called" armor
ed cal'l'iages. "  For the shorter mortars the cupola is 
contl'acted to a sphel'e inclosing the mortar, only a 
small portion of the cupola abl)ut the opening extend
ing from the glacis. 

As shown by the above, armor has become more and 
more indispensable on account 'of the development of 
projectiles, and the old competition between guns and 
armor is no longer restricted to naval warfare, but has 
been extended to warfare on land. -Del' Stein del' Wei
sen. 

'Ve have, as yet, mentioned only fortifications which 
to a certain extent may be considered proof against the 
fire of an enemy ; that is, those in which an effort is 
made to supply protection against indirect as well as 
direct fire. In many cases, especially in coast fortifica
tions, such overhead covering is not deemed necessary, 
and as a substitute for the closed revolving turrets, 
either the bar bette turret-in which the guns fire over 
a stationary ring of armor-have been borrowed from 
armored vessels, or the disappearing carriage, designed 
by Moncreiff and completed by Arlllstrong and others, 
has been adopted. In the former the gunners are pro
tected by a shield connected with the carriage mount
ed on a turntable. A longitudinal opening is arranged 
in this shield to provide for aiming the gun high, and 
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HAND FEED ARC LAMP. 

it is closed by the barrel of the gun, which is thus 
left uncovcl'ed. In the disappearing carriage the 
gun also stands on a turntable in a basin of ma
sonry or armor that is provided with a perfectly flat 
top, also of armor, which cannot he seen from a dis
tance. If such an invisible turret is to be brought into 
action, the barrel of the gun is raised by means of a 
pneumatic device, and appears at an aperture in the 
roof, which is opened at the proper time, and then 
after being fired the gun is returned automatically, by 
recoil, to the protected loading position. Disappearing 
carriages of the front pintle form are used in batteries 
in which the guns are fired over an armored parapet. 

Armored fortresses are found on the coasts of all 
civilized countries. In Germany and Italy-in the lat
ter much has been done for the defense of its long 
sketch of coast-the above described Gruson chilled 
iron tUl'I'ets are preferred, but elsewhere, as in England 
and the United States, disappearing carriages are more 
used. There are immense inland fortifications of un-
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HAND FEED ELECTRIC LAMP FOR LANTERNS, 
BY GEORGE M .  HOPKINS. 

WhlIe a good automatic lamp is undoubtedly prefer
able to a hand lamp for uses necessitating the absence 
of the operator from the vicinity of the lamp, it is cer
tain that an ordinary hand lamp is not to be despised, 
and when the hand feed is supplemented with a mag
netic device for striking the arc, the difference between 
the two types of lamps referred to is not to the disad
vantage of the hand lamp when the latter is used in a 
lantern or for aomtl other purpose which permits the 
operator to remain neal' the lamp, so that he may ad
just It at intervals of about four or five minutes. 

The lamp shown in the illustl'ation has been used 
for an entire evening without a flicker. The upper, or 
positive carbon, is cored, and the lower, or negative, is 
solid, hard Carre carbon. 

On the threaded rod extending upward from the base 
plate is placed the sleeve, a, which is connected with 
the s'iide holder so as to have a slight inclination, as is 
usual in lamps for lanterns, in order to expose more of 
the face of the crater of the upper carbon. The slide 
holder contains two slotted slides; the one holding the 
upper carbon being 7� inches long, the one holding 
the lower carbon being 3Ya inches long, each being 1� 
inches wide. To the lower end of the lower slide at b 
is pivoted an arm extending outwardly and supporting 
the lower carbon-holding socket. To the arm near the 
joint thereof is secured an upwardly extending stud 
carrying an armature. An electromagnet having an 
elongated yoke is supported in front of the armature 
by brass studs attached to a brass cross arm fixed to 
the lower slide. A curved brass spring fastened to the 
armature bears on the poles of the magnet and serves 
the double purpose of throwing the armature back and 
the carbon upwardly when the armature is released, 
and of preventing the armature from sticking to the 
magnet, 

The upper carbon-holding slide is provided with a 
fixed arm extending outwardly and supporting an in
sulated carbon-holding socket. These sockets are con

'nected with their respective arms by bolts, which are 
surrounded with soapstone insulators provided with 
flanges which separate the sockets and the arms. The 
heads of the bolts are insulated by means of mica 
washers. The holes through which the bolts extend 
are made oblong to permit of adjusting th� 'cal'bons in 
a way to secure the best results, that is, by arranging 
the point of the lower carbon so that it will be slightly 
in front of the axial line of the upper carbon when the 
lamp is in operation. 

In the slots of the carbon-holding slides are secured 
racks, which engage pinions on the spindle journaled 
in the slide holder (Fig. 2). The pinion for the lower 
carbon slide has half as many teeth as there are in the 
pinion for the upper slide, so that when the spindle is 
turned by the rubber hand wheel the carbons are 
moved in proportion to their relative consumption. 

To an insulating strip attached to the back of the 
slide holder are secured two binding posts for receidng 
the wires connecting the lamp with the current sup
ply. One binding post is connected with one terminal 
of the magnet, and the other terminal of the magnet is 
connected with the lower carbon socket. The other 
binding post is connected with the upper carbon 
socket. 

The magnet is wl)und with coarse wire (No. 16 or 
No. 14), and the armature is adjusted to pull down the 
lower carbon about one-eighth of an inch. The carbon
holding sockets are formed of square brass tubing, 
with a screw at one angle which forces the carbon 
toward the opposite angle, and thus centers and aligns 
tha carbons. 

The Edison direct current is .suited to this lamp when 
about fifteen ohms I'esistance is introduced in series 
with the lamp. A suitable range of current is eight to 
twelve amperes. 

By the introduction of the disappearing turrets an 
attempt was made to obtain greater safety than could 
be expected with turrets which simply revolved so that 
only their portholes are turned from the enemy. The' 
first of these were constructed by the Schumann-Gru
son works and were arranged for smail and medium 
sized guns, but later a disappearing turret for heavier 
guns was built in France by Galopin. In such turrets 
the moving part, which is made cylindrical and cover-' 
ed with a slightly arched hood, has a sinking move
ment as weil as a turning Illotion, and can be lowered 
until its top is on a level with the glaCis, so that when 
in loading position there is no opening exposed to the 
enemy and the turret itself is scarcely visible, The 

usual strength in ROUluania, on the Russian frontier, 
which consist of three lines of defense about half a 
mile apart, the first consi8ting of portable armor shields 
for small rapid firing guns, the second of disappearing 
shields for medium sized guns, and the third of disap
pearing armored turrets. There must be from three 
hundred to foul' hundred such armored structures 
there, the greater number of which have been made by 
the Gruson works from designs of the late of Mr. Schu
mann. The fortifications at Buchal'est must include two 
hundred and three arlllored turrets and these, as well 
as the fortifications on the Meuse, at Liege and N amur 
-with a total of one hundred and ninety-two armored 
tUl'rets,-were built from the ,rlans of the Belgian en-

The great advantage of the arc striking device is 
that after the carbons touch, the arc is instantly formed 
of the right length, thus saving the trouble of any 
fine adjustment by hand, and avoiding the possibility 
of any long continuance of a heavy current on the cir
cuit. A very slight turn of the adjusting spindle, once 
in about foul' minutes, insures perfect steadiness. It is 
well to form a hahit of thus regulating the arc after 
each change of slides. The illustrations are approxi
mately one-third size. 

. I. • 

WHAT more useful book for the shop, counting room 
or fireside can be had than the" Scip,ntific American 
Cyclopedia," with its 708 pages and 12,50Q receipts, 
notes aud queries t 
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Prof. Langley's Aerodrollle. "The experiment was made on a bay of the Poto- Electric Arc in the Laboratory. 

Prof. S. P. Langley's invention, the aerodrome, 
again demonstrated, to the satisfaction of its inventor, 
its ability to fly, on December 12, says the New York 
Herald. 

mac sOllle distance below Washington. The aerodrome M. S. Walker expatiates upon the practical use in the 

The latest experiment was made on November 28, 
when the machine, launched from a specially con
structed stage, flew 1,500 yards in a horizontal direc
tion, and when its power was exhausted gracefully 
dropped, until it finally rested on the water. The ex
periment took place on an island in the Potomac River, 
about thirty miles below ·Washington. This has been 
the scene of all Prof. Langley'S experiments. His first 
successful trial of the machine was made last May, 
when it flew about nine hundred yards. 

On account of the danger of injury to the machine 
by falling in the trees lining the river bank, Prof. 
Langley only put enough water in the engine to permit 
its making a flight for about one and a half minutes. 
The engine is large enough to carry water for about 
five minutes. Its flight during the experiment lasted 
exactly one minute and forty-five seconds-a wonderful 
result, when it is known that no other invention has 
ever flown for lllore than a few seconds at one tt'ial. 
The machine is almost entirely made of steel, and con
tains a peculiar steam engine of rather more than one 
horse power. During the last trial the engine gener
ated sufficient power to turn the propellers something 
1II0re than a thousand revolutions per minute. The 
weight of the machine itself is thirty pounds, and the 
boiler carries two quarts or about four pounds of water. 
The movable parts of the machinery weigh twenty-six 
ounces. The fuel employed is gasolene, converted into 

was, for the most part; of steel, but, nevertheless, chemical laboratory of the electric arc obtained from a 
enough lighter material was used in its construction to low potential alternating current. He says it can be 
reduce the density of the whole to a little above 1, employed with advantage to show the effect of high 
taken as a unit, so that the total weight was slightly temperatures upon difficultly fusible and non-volatile 
less than a thousand times that of the volume of air substances, for reduction of metallic oxides, as a par
displaced. No gas was used to lighten the machine, I tial substitute for the blowpipe in qualitative analysis 
and the absolute weight, not including the weight of: and for the synthesis of celtain compounds of carbon 
the fuel and the water, was about 11 kilogralIlmes; the I from their elements. The apparatus is arranged by 
extent of the supporting surface was a little more than fastening a cored carbon, about 10 by 1 cm., in a verti-
4 meters. The motive power was furnished by a very cal position, so that the lower end is about 10 cm. from 
light machine having about one horse power. There the top of the table. Connect by wrapping with in
was no helmsman, and the apparatus for steering the sulated copper wire, stripped where contact is made 
machine automatically in a straight horizontal line was with the carbon, then bore a conical shaped cavity 4 or 
imperfect. 5 mm. deep in one end of another piece of cored carbon 

"Another important point: The small dimensions 4 by 1 cm., fix this in a wooden clamp and connect It 
of the machine did not permit of providing an apparatus with insulated wire as before. Connect all the wires so 
for condensing the steam, and it could carry only suf- that the circuit will be completed if the carbons touch. 
ficient water for a very limited course, inconveniences The lower carbon is, of course, stationary, but the 
that would be overcome by a larger machine. It was movements of the shorter piece can be controlled like a 
supported only by the action of its screws, operated by test tube in a holder. The rheostat is adj usted so that 
steam, and the reaction of the air on its slightly curved an arc "['if to � inch long can pass between the lower end 
surfaces. of the longer carbon and the edge of the conical cavity in 

" It will thus be seen that the speed estimated by the smaller one and most minerals and common metals 
lUr. Bell was that which resulted from a continuous: fuse easily whe� a small piece is placed in the cavity. 
aiicending movement, and was much less than that, It is stated that there is practical freedom from danger 
which would be produced by flight in a horizontal when working with a 50 volt alternating current, if the 
line. " apparatus is properly fixed, and that the inconvenience 

MECHANICAL FLIGHT. caused by occasional shocks is found to be less than 
LETTER FROM MR. GRAHAM BELL TO MR. LANGLEY. 

"Wa�hington. May 6, 1896. 

that due to burns, etc. , accidentally caused during or
dinary laboratory practice. -American Chemical Jour
nal. 

gas before use. " I know that you do not wish publicity before hav- ----. . • • • • 

The aerodrome is about fifteen feet long and measures ing attained more complete success in steering your ap- Water Beneficial in 'I'yphoid Fevel·. 

fourteen feet from the tip of one wing to the tip of the paratus automatically in a horizontal line, but I think The Bacteriological Review commends the practico 
other. Its wings are of silk and are stationary. The thl1t what I hrve been ]:('I'mittetl to see to-day marks of water drinking in typhoid fever, the importance 01 
machine is driven through the air by means of two great progress beyond what has bet'll done heretofore subjecting the tissues to an internal bath having, it 
screw propellers, one on each side, about four feet in in thi, line and that the news of it should be spread, appears, been brought prominently to the notice of the 
diameter. and I am pleased to be able to give Illy testimony as to profession by M. Debove, of Paris, believed by some to 

In order to start the machine, an initial velocity had the results of the two trials that I witnessed to-day, by have been the first to systematize such a mode of treat
to be obtained, and this was secured by Illeans of a your invitation, trusting that you will consent to its ment. The practice of that eminent physician consists, 
movable table so arranged as to turn in any direction, pUblication. in fact, almost exclusively of water drinking, his re
and thus guide the flight of the aerodrome at the out- ' " In the first trial, the apparatus, constructed mostly quirement being that the patient take from five to six 
set. lUr. Langley had constructed the launch engine, of steel and operated by a steam engine, was launched quarts of water daily, this amounting to some eight 
apparatus, and on November 28 placed it on top of a from a boat at a height of about 20 feet above the water. ounces every hour. If the patient subsists chiefly upon 
houseboat. The table is on wheels, and the machine \Vhen propelled only by its steam engine it moved a diet of thin gruel, fruit juices or skimmed milk, the 
was launched from it in a perfectly horizontal line. : against the wind, rising slmvly. \Vhile moving laterally amount of liquid thus taken is to be subtracted from 

The only description of the work done by Prof. ' and rising constantly, it described-with a remarkably the quantity of water. The important thing is to get 
Langley which has recently been published from his uniform and gentle move,nent-cmrves of about 100 into the system, and out of it, a sufficient amount of 
own pen is the paper presented by him at the May I meters in dian:eter, until, having turned back on its water to prevent the accumulation of ptomaines and 
meeting'of the Academy of Sciences, Institute of France. : course toward its point of departure, and at a height toxins within the body. Copious water drinking does 
We publish herewith an extract from this report, which I that I estimated to be about 25 meters, the revolutions not weaken the heart, but encourages its action by 
we believe has never before been published in English. of the screws had ceased (for lack of steam, as I under- maintaining the volume of blood; it also adds to the 
The report also contains a letter of lUr. Alexander Gra- stood) and the apparatus descended gently and with- ,action of the liver, the kidneys and the skin, and, by 
ham Bell, who witnessed the experiments. out shock toward tl:e water, which it reached one i promoting evaporation from the skin, it lowers the tem-

DESCRIPTION OF MECHANICAJ, FLIGHT. minute and thirty seconds after it left the boat. There perature. 
was no shock and so little damage was done that it was 

BY M .  LANGLEY.* 
immediately ready for a second trial. " In a comlllunication that I addressed to the academy " In the second trial, which immediately followed the 

in July, 18D1, I said that t�e result of .experimental re- first, the sa llle apparatus was launched again and took 
searches had shown that It was pOSSIble to construct nearly the same course under similar conditions and 
machines that would impart such horizontal speed to

, with very little difference in the result. It ros� uni. 
bodies hav�ng the for.m of inclin.ed planes, and several i formly and without shock, describing large curves and 
thousand tImes heaVier th�n aIr, that they would .be I approaching a neighboring wooded promontory, which 
ab

,
�e to supp�rt themselve.s III that eleme�t. : it, however, cleared, passing the highest trees without 

I have saId elsewhere m re?"ard t� thiS matter that difficulty, at a height of 8 to 10 mete�s above their tops, oth
.
er than plane surface� ml?,ht gIve better res.ults, and descended slowly , on the other side of the promon

whll.e on th� ot�er han� fiJgh� m an absolutely hOrIzon- tory, to the bay, at a distance of 276 meters from the �al Ii?e, whIC.h IS so deSirable m theory, cannot be real- starting point. You already have instantaneous pho
Ized m practICe. tography of the flight that I took just after the appa-.. As far as I know, no heavy aerodrome or flying I�a- ratus was launched. 
chine, so called, h�s yet ?een constructed that can mam- "From the extent of the curves described, which I, tain itself in the aI.r by It.S own power for .more th�n a with other persons present, estimated from meaRurefm: seconds, the dlfficultl€s encountered m free flIght ments that I took personally, and from the indications bemg, for many reasons, very much greater than those . f th b f it· f th b th . . .  . . . given 0 e num er 0 revo u IOns 0 e screw y e e�perIence:ll? the flight of a bo�y bearmg m It� ascen- automatic register, which I examined, I estimate that 
slOn on a hOrIzontal track, pressmg upward agamst the the length of the course was more than half an Enunder part thereof. 

h h d glish mile, or more accurately a little more than 900 "Everyone knows t at many experim�nters. ave e- meters. voted themselves to the s�udy of mechamcal fl�ght, and " The time occupied by the flight in the second trial although the demonstratIOn that I have furmshedt of . t d thO t d d th d . . .  . . . was one Hlinn e an . Ir ·v-one secon s an e spee the theoretical pOSSibility of obtammg mechamcal f b t t 
-

t d t t fi '1 an average 0 e ween wen y an wen y- ve nll es an flight with the means n�w at our disposal. appeare� to hour (that is, ten meters per second), on a constantly be conclusive, so much tune has passed Without brmg- d' . .  . ascen mg course. ing any practICal result that there IS reason to aOllbt • 
I h t k b th d l ·t f th . . . . '  was muc s ruc y e ease an regu arI y 0 e Lhat these theoretICal conditIOns can ever be realized. fl' ht f th h" b th t ·  1 d b  th f tth t " I therefore thought it proper to devote myself to Ig 0 e mac me m o na s, an y e ac a 

when the apparatus was deprived of the motive power the construction of an aerodrome or flying machine, of the steam at the highest point of its course and thus 
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of France, t. cxxii, presen ted at the meeting of May 26, 1896. 
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